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QuickTesting : The Benefits
Prevent cheating, No need to act like a policeman
anymore.
 Using the software, you can automatically create versions of the
same test by randomly reshuffling the MC questions (and the answers if you wish). Using QuickTesting, you can have as many versions as you like with just one click.
 The students answer exactly the same questions but in a different
order (ie: Question number 14 for one version is question number
22 for the other version of the test). Trying to cheat is a waste of
time unless a student can locate quite close another student with
the same test version.
 Explain the situation to the students in your class and calm down.

Score accurately, huge piles of exam papers, in minutes not weeks.
 A scanner along with the recognition software “extracts” the actual students answers from the
answer sheets with 99.99% accuracy.
 The software automatically scores each MCQ, produces the final score per student and prints the
list with the results.
 Save valuable teaching time, assign the task to an administrative assistant. The scanner and
QuickTesting will do the scoring job for you with little effort from the administrative assistant.
 60 minutes for 300 test papers is more than enough for scoring and producing the final list with
the marks along with a histogram of the scores achieved.

Quick Testing is expensive
Maintain data of all previous exams,
Available upon request
The system database maintains all the data of all
previous exams. Exam papers, participants lists,
the actual answers per student, the detailed score
per student, even images of the answer sheets are
available for inspection.

 What is the value of your productive time
spent in a non productive activity like scoring?
 Have you considered sharing the cost of the
system with fellow instructors?
 Are you aware of Anova Consulting service
bureau?

A Transparent scoring process for the
Students
 Students agree that multiple choice scoring is
a transparent system.

Statistical scoring data, help you
improve the quality of your Testing
QuickTesting automatically generates a
histogram of the scores achieved in order to
get the “big picture” of the examination.
Statistical data are calculated for each exam question: 1) percentage of students successfully answered the question 2) Percentage of students selected each of the available answers for the question 3) Difficulty
index of the question 4) Discrimination ability index of the question.

 For each question there is a mark for the correct answer and possibly a negative mark for
the wrong answer. The final score is the sum
of the marks achieved in each question.
There is no room for “favors” or “unfair” scoring. The same rules apply to all the students
 QuickTesting maintains images of the actual
answer sheets that can be printed and given
to the students that might have doubt about
their marks.
 The software also can produce a detailed
report for each student where they can see
for each question the correct answer vs their
own answer and how their final score was
generated.

Using the above data, you can easily identify areas of the material that were not fully
understood by your students or questions
that are were rather vague and should not
be used again in the exam.
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